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Thoughts from the president
by Kris Sazaki

H

appy New

Board of Directors and our standing

forward into the next 25 years. It

Year! I am

committees are always looking for

won’t be an easy task because we will

honored to serve

ways to provide you with even more

need different ideas for our differ-

as Studio Art

membership benefits, so I invite you

ent members. From Seattle to Seoul,

Quilt Associates

to bring us your ideas. Let me quickly

from Sydney to Stuttgart, I think the

(SAQA) presi-

describe a few of our latest initiatives.

secret lies in our regions, which may

dent in this 25th

Our newest standing committee,

develop in various ways but which all

anniversary year.

education, is just more than a year

What a journey

old but has already begun to explore

have the full support of SAQA.
During our anniversary year, we

it has been! It’s hard to imagine that

new membership benefits such as

will be “Capitolizing on Fiber” at the

SAQA started with less than 100

hosting business salons to help those

annual SAQA conference in Wash-

members when we now boast more

members looking to create a business

ington, D.C., and Celebrating Silver

than 3,300 members. And SAQA has

profile. The committee is creating

at the premiere of this exhibition at

gone international as well.

educational materials to accompany

the International Quilt Festival in

our SAQA exhibitions and is hosting

Houston. These will be wonderful

moved toward financial stability

quarterly mentorship webinars. You

organization-wide events. I also want

with an endowment fund and the

can access recordings of these webi-

to know how regions plan to cel-

annual benefit auction, worked

nars on the SAQA website, www.saqa.

ebrate our 25th anniversary. Maybe

toward greater acceptance in the art

com/members.php?ID=2238.

your region has organized a special

In the past few years, SAQA has

world with its impressive exhibition

The committee has also collated a

anniversary meeting or a regional

schedule, and completely revamped

list of U.S. university textile depart-

exhibition. Perhaps some regions

its website.

ments to help our members inter-

are hosting their first virtual SAQA

ested in furthering their education or

meetings. Celebrate this banner SAQA

engage and support you, our mem-

looking to work with fiber-friendly

year and let everyone else know how

bers. You are diverse in region, cre-

universities. Most of these initiatives

you celebrate with posts to our SAQA

ative output and professional goals.

started as suggestions from members

Facebook page, our SAQA Yahoo

By now you have had a chance to

who brought their ideas to the board.

group and notes to the editor of the

One major task before us is to

look over the new membership cat-

I am looking forward to hearing

egories and picked the category that

from you because I know you have

best fits your own goals. The SAQA

great ideas on how to move SAQA

SAQA Journal.
Here’s to another great 25 years.
Happy Anniversary, SAQA!

2014 SAQA conference: Capitolizing on

T

wo articles in this issue — “Have
Venue? Now Install” and “Becoming
a Professional Artist” — are based on mini
workshops given at the 2013 annual Studio
Art Quilt Associates (SAQA) conference
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. They provide
examples of the kind of expert advice and
information you will get when you attend
the annual conference.
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This year’s conference, “Capitolizing
on Fiber,” will be May 1-4 in Washington,
D.C. It will be a time to celebrate SAQA’s
25th anniversary. Yvonne Porcella, first
SAQA president, will present a 25-year
retrospective of the organization. Mini
workshops have been selected from among
the most popular workshops at recent
conferences. They include Gregory Case

From the editor
by Dana Jones

W

ith this
issue, I

In celebration of one year of edit-

Submit your work for possible use

ing, I thought I’d share a few facts

in the Member Gallery. The remain-

begin my second

about the Journal in 2013 to encour-

ing theme and deadline in 2014 is Off

year editing the

age you to contribute even more in

the Wall, due May 1.

SAQA Journal.

2014. During 2013, we introduced

Be available for interviews when

While a year may

highlights of SAQA exhibitions to

called by Journal authors. You asked

seem a long time,

the pages of the Journal. These pages,

for more articles that bring together

in terms of the Journal, it’s just four

combined with the long-standing

the ideas of multiple members, and

issues or 156 pages. In some ways,

Member Gallery pages and regular

we are working to offer those. Sharing

I’m still on a learning curve. I’m still

articles, meant we shared the work

your experience makes these articles

meeting many of you and getting to

of 123 SAQA members. Twenty-three

most valuable. For an example of this

know your work. I’m still learning

members were quoted in articles,

type of article, see “Getting Started as

why you read the Journal, still recruit-

and 19 wrote articles. We created one

a Collector” by Cindy Grisdela, page

ing writers and still trying to memo-

issue with a special focus; the fall

30, in the fall 2013 issue.

rize the new membership categories.

2013 issue looked at collecting art

Now which one am I?

quilts. In recognition of SAQA’s 25th

Director Martha Sielman, Art D
 irector

At the same time, I know a lot more

My thanks go to SAQA Executive

anniversary, 2014 issues will carry

Deidre Adams, and volunteer proof-

about SAQA than I did a year ago. I’d

multiple articles on the history of art

reader Leah Cottam for easing me

just about learned my way around

quilting.

through my first year. And thanks to

the website when we unveiled the
new site. But not a problem. Navigat-

How will you contribute to the
Journal in 2014? Here are some ideas:

all SAQA members who stepped up
during 2013 to make our Journal what

ing the new website is easy. In 2013,

Suggest articles to the editor. Email

I attended my first SAQA conference

your ideas to editor@saqa.com. Indi-

SAQA members to step up this year.

and my first Quilt National — a lot of

cate if you want to write the article,

As we celebrate 25 years of SAQA, let

inspiration packed into a few weeks.

be interviewed for it or are just shar-

your voice be heard and seen in the

ing a great idea.

pages of the Journal.

you want it to be. I invite even more

Fiber
on photographing your art, the
Pixeladies on digital designing
with Photoshop, Valarie Poitier
on promoting your work without
apologizing, and Lesley Riley on
being your own art coach. Speakers
will include:
• Morna McEver on how to move
beyond starving artist.
• Rebecca Stevens presenting

•
•

highlights of the Textile
Museum collection.
Trudi Van Dyke on navigating
the gallery scene.
BJ Adams on creating 80 quilts
at age 80.

There will be a bus trip to see SAQA’s
Radical Elements in Silver Spring,
Maryland. The 2014 Trunk Show

will premier at the conference, and
there will be time for conference
participants to visit the Torpedo
Factory Art Center.
Limited space is still available.
To register for the conference, visit
the SAQA website: www.saqa.com/
members.php?cat=40.
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Report from the SAQA
executive director
by Martha Sielman

SAQA!
I

can’t believe
we’re celebrat-

Yvonne served as president of the
board for 11 years. She was followed

ing SAQA’s 25th

by Katie Pasquini Masopust, Judith

year!

Content, Lisa Chipetine, Sandra Sider

In 1989 when
Yvonne Porcella

and now Kris Sazaki.
Today SAQA has more than 3,300

founded Studio

members in 31 countries. In 2014,

Art Quilt Associ-

we are traveling 11 exhibitions and

ates, Inc., she

multiple 25th Anniversary Trunk

reached out to 50

Shows throughout the United States

art quilters and invited them to come

and around the world to Australia,

together to form a professional orga-

Brazil, the Czech Republic, England,

nization to promote art quilts. There

France, Italy, Taiwan and more.

was no email, no website, no Yahoo

SAQA now publishes three to four

lists, no online critique sessions, no

catalogs a year, the annual Portfolio

webinars.

and the quarterly Journal. The 2014

who support SAQA financially and

Capitolizing on Fiber conference in

through donations of auction art-

typed and mimeographed. It was

Washington, D.C., will be attended

work. Thank you to SAQA’s hardwork-

a long time until the first exhibi-

by 200-plus members, and our online

ing staff. And thank you to all SAQA’s

tion in 1995, which was part of the

presence is active and growing rapidly

wonderful volunteers: the SAQA

first conference at the Arrowmont

with the new website.

Board of Directors; the regional repre-

The first newsletters were hand-

School of Arts and Crafts in Gatlin-

One thing that’s been a constant

Thank you to SAQA’s donors

sentatives; and all the members who

burg, Tennessee. The three-day

for 25 years is the importance and

help SAQA by serving on committees,

conference included creativity-

dedication of SAQA’s members, some

staffing SAQA booths at shows and

based classes, a national juried

of whom have been members since

working at the conferences.

exhibition and lectures. The exhibi-

the beginning. Without you, SAQA

tion — Diversity! — went on to tour the

would not exist. Your support and

director for 10 years. I have the best

United States.

passion are what makes this organiza-

job in the world, and it’s all because

tion so successful.

of you!
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In May, I will have been executive

Meet your new board members

S

tudio Art Quilt Associates
(SAQA) welcomes three new

members to its board of directors: Lisa
Walton of Sydney, New South Wales,

Lisa said it didn’t take her long after

photographic — a fleeting moment

learning to quilt to realize she wanted

in the life of a stranger, a seemingly

to create unique pieces.

insignificant moment that causes

“After making my first quilt, I knew

viewers to look closely, to fill in the

Australia; Leni Levenson Wiener of

I was not going to be a traditional

story in ways that draw them deeper

New Rochelle, New York; and Marsha

quilter,” Lisa said. “I needed to follow

into the work.”

MacDowell of East Lansing, Michi-

my heart despite being told my work

gan. Nancy Bavor of Los Altos Hills,

would never be commercial. Times

language of people in the ordinary

California, who has served on the

change. Gradually the work I did

moments of their lives. She translates

board since 2010, is the board‘s new

became acceptable. It’s been wonder-

the photos into art quilts using com-

treasurer.

ful watching the development and

mercially available fabric.

acceptance of art quilts worldwide.”
Out of Lisa’s love of hand-dyed

She focuses on faces and body

Leni is a quilting instructor and
author of three books published

fabrics, she and her husband Peter

by Krause Publications, including

Walton have developed a business

Thread Painting (2007), Photo-Inspired

called Dyed & Gone to Heaven. Lisa’s

Art Quilts (2009) and 3-Fabric Quilts

website is www.dyedheaven.com.

(2011). C&T Publishing plans to
release Leni’s fourth book this spring.
Learn more about Leni and her work
on her website, www.leniwiener.com.

Lisa Walton, the first director from
Australia, was a representative for
SAQA’s Oceania Region. The skills she
brings to the board include organizing, expertise with technology and a
drive to achieve goals.
Lisa began quilting more than 25

Leni Levenson Wiener has been

years ago and teaching about 10 years

active in SAQA, serving previously

ago. The International Quilt Associa-

as a representative for the New York

Marsha MacDowell combined a

tion of Houston selected her as the

Region and currently as chair of the

lifelong love affair with quilts and art

2010 recipient of its Jewel Pearce

exhibition committee. Her work,

with a growing feminist conscious-

Patterson Scholarship for Quilting

which she describes as figurative col-

ness to focus her academic career on

Teachers.

lage, begins with photos. A former

traditional arts. Working with her

commercial photographer, Leni said,
“I am drawn to subjects that are

see “New board” on page 27
SAQA Journal • Winter 2014 •
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Jon Stewart, Meet Kris Sazaki
by ZJ Humbach

A

phone call to Kris Sazaki, new

be on Jon Stewart’s “The Daily Show”

success, the more we are able to lay

president of Studio Art Quilt

discussing the opening of SAQA’s first

the groundwork,” she said. “Members

Associates (SAQA), found her busy at

exhibition at the Museum of Modern

supporting members gives people the

work in the studio with her busi-

Art in New York City. What I mean

confidence to present their work in

ness partner Deb Cashatt. My first

by that is that I want nontraditional

nontraditional venues.”

impression of Kris? Focused, followed

quilt venues to expect that art quilts

by in-charge, well-spoken and gra-

will be in their exhibitions, that our

cious. When asked what she hoped

art form will be accepted throughout

to accomplish during her three-year

the art world.”

term, Kris didn’t skip a beat.
“Stay solvent!” she laughed. “I’m
lucky Sandra Sider, our previous presi-

I added to my impression of Kris:
smart and funny.
Kris said she believes it’s impor-

I added team player and goaloriented.
I was curious to know what Kris
thinks she brings to the table as the
new SAQA president.
“First, I’m incredibly organized,
which is important for a well-

dent, took the initiative to create an

tant for SAQA members to put their

run ship,” she said. “Second, I’ve

endowment fund, which allows us to

work in non-quilt venues. “The more

embraced technology as a board

have a broad vision. My dream is to

members take that chance and have

member and in my work, which
enables me to be more efficient.
Finally, I have a way of making people do what they don’t want to do.”
Kris laughed and added, “Perhaps we
should revise that to say I have a way
of getting people to do what they
didn’t think they could do.”
Another impression: solid
leadership.

Kris’ art
What about Kris’ art? Surely knowing
more about it would provide insight.
“My sister showed me how to sew
straight lines, and we made simple
garments,” Kris said. “My first quilt
used an original block, kind of like
a pinwheel, which I sashed with
muslin, embroidered with flowers and
tied when I was 17. When I was 22,

The Language Of Color 2:
Getting To The Point,
The Pixeladies, 12 x 12 inches, 2013
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a friend and I made a quilt with four

featuring fabric they design and print

anything. Judith simply said, “Kris

large panels to represent our favorite

in the studio. They work with snip-

can do anything.”

classes. We appliquéd with felt and

pets of words and images to create

fabric, embroidered, and tied the

realistic images. Telling a story is the

will impact her presidency, Deb said

quilt, and then gave it to our favorite

thread that runs through all of their

it’s a tossup between organization

professor. We made it up as we went

projects, overtly or subtly.

and people skills.

along. I guess I’ve never been a pattern follower.”

Getting to know Kris’ art, I added:
innovative and collaborative.

College brought Deb Cashatt

As far as Kris’ best trait and how it

According to Jeanne, it’s her
problem-solving skills. “Kris has a
strong desire to raise the profile of

into Kris’ life. They met in German

What others say

art quilts in the art world and for

Club. They eventually formed the

I decided it was time to view Kris

art quilters to get the respect they

Pixeladies, their art quilt business.

through the eyes of three of her

deserve,” Jeanne said.

Kris made her third quilt when she

friends: Deb Cashatt; Judith Content,

was 46.

a SAQA founder, the organization’s

with others and to allow people to

third president and Kris’ mentor;

shine. “SAQA is growing rapidly in

she never lets me forget it,” Kris said.

and Jeanne Marklin, a colleague and

many directions,” Judith said. “Kris’

“We’ve always done crafty things

former SAQA regional representative

ability to collaborate will allow her

together like knitting and sewing.”

who met Kris at a conference. I asked

to best use others’ talents in the right

each to share one word that describes

venues and rally people to assist

Kris.

where needed.”

“I’m one year older than Deb, and

They work together at Deb’s studio,
a 500-square-foot granny flat with
a main room, a small kitchen and

“Determined,” Deb said. “Once Kris

For Judith, it’s Kris’ ability to work

Who is Kris Sazaki? Beyond SAQA

a bathroom where the shower stall

gets her mind wrapped around some-

and her art, she is a wife, mother and

holds their batting and pillow forms.

thing, she gets it done.”

movie buff. In all she does, she’s a tal-

The studio is filled with two wide-

“Delightful,” Judith said. “Kris’

ented visionary who is exceptionally

format printers, two computers, four

vivaciousness lights up the room and

qualified to be the sixth president of

monitors, two sewing machines, a

raises people’s spirits. She’s funny, yet

SAQA. I can’t wait to see her on “The

serger, an ironing board and cup-

she has a serious side that’s patient

Daily Show!”

boards of fabric.

and empathetic.”

“I have no room at home so I have

Jeanne said, “committed,” then

to sit on the floor to sew,” Kris said.

added, “outgoing, funny, empathetic,

“I push on the pedal with my knee.

strong-willed, direct and down to

It’s luxurious working at Deb’s studio.

earth.”

There are lots of windows that look

Deb said, “Kris will talk to anybody

out on oaks, and we eat lunch in the

in almost any language. She’s fluent

gazebo.”

in German, has studied Spanish and

Their work combines technology

Japanese, and recently took Italian in

with traditional sewing. “Both of us

preparation for a trip to Italy. I think

are computer literate and decided

she even knows a little Dutch.”

about 12 years ago that we could

ZJ Humbach is a freelance writer and
professional long-arm quilter who owns
and operates Dream Stitcher Quilt Studio
in Nederland, Colorado. Contact her at
zj@dreamstitcher.com.

What impresses these friends most

print fabric to sell to support our

about Kris? Jeanne cited Kris’ intel-

artistic ventures, but people liked our

ligence and wit. Deb thought it was

artwork more than our fabric,” Kris

her creativity and openness to try

said. Their work is wholecloth quilts,
SAQA Journal • Winter 2014 •
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Featured Artist:

Alicia Merrett
by ZJ Humbach

C

olor is the center of Alicia Mer-

to find the fabrics and spend her

series that features semi-abstract rep-

rett’s world. Her earliest memo-

creative time combining them in her

resentations of buildings and towns.

own way.

She made many of these quilts by

ries are the crystal blue skies over her
childhood home in Argentina and

“People tell me dyeing fabric is

assembling rectangular pieces on a

the brilliant colors in her mother’s

as easy as cooking,” she said. “I tell

background, adding doors and win-

flower garden.

them yes, it is, but I am only a rea-

dows, and decorating the roofs with a

sonable cook and a reasonable dyer. I

variety of trims.

“My use of color is what consistently unites and distinguishes my

am not a five-star Michelin cook nor

One quilt, Pueblo Andaluz (Andalu-

work,” Alicia said. “I have studied

a five-star dyer. I want to use five-star

sian Town), required a more detailed

color for decades, but simply follow-

fabrics for my work. As a result, I use

approach. While visiting southern

ing the rules of color theory is not

fabrics dyed by five-star professional

Spain, Alicia collected postcards and

enough. The artist must internalize

dyers.”

took photographs of the area. She

and personalize color theories to put
forth successful combinations that
make the quilt happen spontane-

Once she has selected fabrics, she
begins the design process.
“I don’t draw with pen or pencil

later combined the postcards and
photos by computer, then enlarged
the image on a photocopier to make

ously — or at least appear to do so,”

but with the rotary cutter, scissors

she said.

and the sewing-machine needle,”

While Alicia uses color to express

Alicia said. “There is a tension, an

mood and meaning in her creations,

places loose bundles of fabric next to

unpredictability to improvisational

line and shape define each piece. This

each other and plays with them to see

piecing that leads to a sense of discov-

is particularly evident in her quilted

how they interact.

ery that really appeals to me.”

maps.

When Alicia starts a quilt, she

“I will have an idea, a rough design,

Her favorite methods are gently

templates for the houses.

“I make the main roads with pieced

a sketch in my head, or at most on

curved piecing and “off-the-straight”

fine lines and the minor roads with

the back of an envelope, but then the

piecing, a term she invented.

double-needle lines,” she said. “And

fabrics have to come out,” she said.

“I cut fabric freehand with the

I use single lines, densely stitched, in

Eventually, the right color combination

rotary cutter but often don’t make

emerges for the piece. Her color choices

dramatically curved cuts,” Alicia said.

Her quilted lines are seldom

are flexible; she adds and discards

“Instead, I cut relatively straight lines

straight as she prefers the expres-

colors as her work progresses on the

without a ruler, so they are not per-

siveness and movement of gently

design wall.

fectly straight. The lines have a more

curving lines, just as in her piecing.

organic feel to them, so I call these

An example is The Night Road, an

lines off the straight.”

imaginary aerial view of the earth at

Alicia primarily uses hand-dyed fabric purchased from master dyers such
as Heide Stoll-Weber, Judy Robertson,

my quilting.”

night as seen from an airplane.

Helene Davis, Laura Wasilowski and

Piecing, line and shape

Nienke Smit. She said she can dye

Most of Alicia’s quilts are intricately

of the towns and villages are bright,”

fabrics competently enough but does

pieced. Sometimes she uses fused

Alicia said. “The long lines of the

not enjoy the process. She prefers

collage, such as in her ColourScapes

roads are clearly illuminated, which

8
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“The fields are dark, but the lights

The Night Road
53 x 23 inches, 2011

makes for an exhilarating view. Part
of the visual interest is created by
how the stitched lines signifying
smaller roads or tracks just stop,
apparently not reaching anywhere,
like country roads that are lighted
near their starting points, then dark.”
Alicia creates depth in her quilting by varying the colors of thread,
using lighter colors for the areas near
the houses and villages and darker
ones for the sections further away.
She conveys messages by adding
words. Occasionally she appliqués
the lettering. She also uses stamps
and writes by hand onto her work,

Pueblo Andaluz
35 x 12 inches, 2007

but most often, she prints words onto
fabric with Thermofax screens and
acrylic paints. An example of this
technique is Login Shakespeare. Each
modified log-cabin block has the
name of a Shakespeare play printed in
the center and a quote from that play
printed on one of the logs. The blocks
showcase various fonts she found

Login
Shakespeare
60 x 43 inches
2007

for free on the Internet — hence the
name of the quilt.

Exhibiting
Alicia regularly exhibits her work at
galleries, museums and shows, and
she enters numerous competitions.
“I’ve taken advantage of exhibition opportunities from an early stage
in my art quilt career,” she said. “I
received an award for my first entry
ever at the United Kingdom National
Patchwork Championships in 1994.
Having my first quilt acknowledged
was encouraging. Since then, I have
regularly entered exhibitions at
home and abroad. I’ve had several
solo exhibitions, most notably at the
SAQA Journal • Winter 2014 •
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Festival of Quilts in Birmingham,
England.”
Her exhibitions aren’t limited to

“I feel exhibitions are the lifeline

joint exhibition with a glass artist at a

for artists,” Alicia said. “I am inter-

museum in Glastonbury in Somerset

ested in showing my work not only

in 2010.

traditional venues. Some of her pieces

in quilt shows but within a wider

have been shown within a contem-

context. I am a member of the Society

Alicia said. “The glass sculptures

porary furniture exhibition at the

of Designer Craftsmen, an organi-

reflected the quilts and gave the

Millinery Works Gallery in London,

zation that is more than 100 years

exhibition an added dimension.”

England. Another favorite venue for

old and whose founders included

The exhibition was covered by local

Alicia is the Courthouse Gallery in

William Morris. I exhibit with them

newspapers, magazines and BBC Radio.

Somerset, England, where her work is

regularly.”

As journalists spread the word about

shown with furniture, ceramics, glass
and other studio crafts.

Her participation in Somerset Art

“It was an inspired combination,”

Alicia’s work, she received invitations

Weeks gave her access to a range of

to teach and exhibit, including leading

possibilities, including a two-month

a workshop during a 2012 exhibition
of British art quilts at the National
Quilt Museum in Paducah,
Kentucky.
“I sell my work mostly
from exhibitions and gallery
shows, and I supplement my
art career by lecturing and
teaching,” Alicia said. “I find
the contact and interaction
with students stimulating.”
The Quilters’ Guild of
the British Isles, headquartered in York, England, took
notice of her work. As part
of the 800th anniversary of
King John granting York a
city charter, the guild commissioned two quilts and
organized a quilt exhibition
at shops, cafes, hotels and art
centers throughout the city.
“It was an open competition, and I was lucky to be
one of the two art quilters
chosen,” Alicia said. She

Yorke 1611
61 x 54 inches, 2012

10
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Mapping Earth, 24 x 24 inches, 2009

Climate Change, 39 x 39 inches, 2012

made a quilted map of the histori-

Contemporary Quilt Group Break-

Artistic roots

cal city. She drew her inspiration for

through Challenge because she

Alicia’s love of creating with textiles

Yorke 1611 from a map drawn in 1611

believes the first maps were a break-

began early. As a child, she loved to

by John Speed, the first mapmaker to

through for humankind.

watch her mother make beautiful

produce and publish an atlas of the

Maps help Alicia further causes,

objects from cloth.
“Creating things has always been

British Isles. The guild later acquired

including awareness of climate

the quilt for its permanent collection.

change. The 2012 European Patch-

part of my life, from making clothes,

work Meeting International Contest

knitting and other crafts, to making

Maps as inspiration

theme, “Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow,”

toys for children,” she said. “When

Maps fascinate Alicia. Because the

struck a chord with Alicia.

I was seven, my mother replaced

information they provide is selective,

“The answer to the theme came

her treadle sewing machine with a

influenced by social, political and

to me immediately,” she said. Her

portable Singer electric machine. By

economic events, they are interpreta-

statement that accompanied Climate

placing the pedal on a small stool, I

tions and not simply reproductions of

Change guided viewers through the

could reach it and make the machine

our surroundings, she said.

three-panel quilt. It read:

stitch. I started making clothes for my

“Maps describe places and lead us

“Yesterday: A road through the

dolls and later for me.”

to destinations,” she said. “Human-

woods was opened to reach a beauti-

kind has communicated information

ful sandy beach, and a few houses

raphy also influenced Alicia, who

on how to find the way from point to

were built. Today: As more people

started out using her mother’s small

point since the birth of civilization,

want to use the beach, better roads

bellows camera and later studied

first through pictures then through

and more houses are built, the woods

photography.

charts and maps. Maps are part of our

cut down, and the land cultivated.

heritage.”

Tomorrow: As the planet warms up

degree in sociology and met an Eng-

Alicia created Mapping Earth, her

Her mother’s interest in photog-

Along the way, Alicia earned a

and sea levels rise, this low-lying

lishman who was visiting Argentina.

favorite map quilt, in response to

land may be flooded and the town

They courted through an exchange

The Quilters’ Guild of Great Britain’s

destroyed.”

of 168 letters before she eventually
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Sonnet 18 Triptych 48 x 60 inches 2006
visited him in England. She remained

“One summer day in 1993, I

area is known for small towns and

there and they married. The story

walked into the Contemporary Ameri-

arts and crafts. Alicia enjoys creating

of their courtship became a BBC

can Quilting exhibition at the Crafts

in her new airy studio, which over-

Radio play and, later, a book entitled

Council Gallery in London and was

looks a garden.

Darling Alicia (Matador Publishing,

confronted by the quilts of Nancy

2009). The couple settled in London

Crow, Michael James and Caryl Bryer

accepted to take part in SAQA’s Earth

and had two daughters. Alicia became

Fallert-Gentry, among others,” Alicia

Stories exhibition, opening in May

a toymaker, specializing in dolls and

remembered. “I immediately knew

2014. Her project will focus on the

teddy bears. She earned a City and

this was what I wanted to do. I had to

protection of endangered species in

Guilds diploma, taught toy making

study with those artists.”

the Avalon Marshes near her home.

in adult-education classes and wrote
several books on the subject.

After several years and a number

Alicia is excited to have been

She is curator for the SAQA Europe

of trips to the United States, Alicia

and Middle East Region exhibition,

achieved her goal. By 1999, she

Wide Horizons IV, which will open

Alicia decided to change from

was on her way to becoming an art

at the 2014 European Patchwork

three-dimensional figurative work to

quilter.

Meeting in Alsace, France, September

When her daughters left home,

two-dimensional abstract work with

18-21. Additionally, SAQA has asked

fabric. Traditional patchwork quilting

Into the future

her to be the juror for its Redirecting

didn’t appeal to her as it was too pre-

Alicia and her husband live in Eng-

the Ordinary exhibition.

cise and mathematical for her liking.

land’s Somerset County near their
daughters and six grandchildren. The

12
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see “Merrett” on page 28

Two Approaches:
by Cindy Grisdela

I

Now & the Future
of Quilting

f you had a crystal ball, what

will pull and push the art of quilting

would it reveal about the future of

into new and exciting forms that take

on the cover of the catalog for Quilt

quilting into the future.”

National 2013, creates complex wall

quiltmaking? An exhibition at the
National Quilt Museum in Paducah,

She chose Marianne and Denyse

Marianne, whose work was featured

pieces in her studio in Coupeville,

Kentucky, attempted to peer into

for the exhibition because they are

Washington, by first painting on silk,

that future. Two Approaches: Now &

innovators who are drawing newcom-

then painstakingly embellishing the

the Future of Quilting paired the works

ers into the quilting world from two

surface with appliqué and intricate

of studio artist Marianne Burr and

different directions.

hand stitching. Each piece has layers

designer Denyse Schmidt.
“Many outlooks impact the future
of quilting,” said Judy Schwender, the
museum’s curator who put the exhibition together. “Traditionalists will
always look to the past for designs
and use the tools of the past: needle,
thread and scissors. The innovators

“The innovators will pull and push the
art of quilting into new and exciting
forms that take quilting into the future.”
—Judy Schwender, curator of the National Quilt Museum
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marianne burr

of motifs, often circular or stylized
florals, that can take months to complete. She enters her work into shows
and has been accepted into exhibitions around the world.
Denyse is first and foremost a
designer, starting out 17 years ago
marketing contemporary bed quilts
to the interior-design industry. Her
business, Denyse Schmidt Quilts,
has grown to encompass fabric lines;
books; licensing arrangements for
stationery and greeting cards; and
production of pillows, quilts and
other home décor. A historic factory
building in Bridgeport, Connecticut,
houses her operation. Denyse’s minimalist style appeals to quiltmakers in
the Modern Quilt movement.
The exhibition, which ran from
October 11, 2013 to January 14, 2014,
above: Cotton Candy 47 x 37 inches 2010
below: Spin Out 52 x 53 inches 2008
Photos by Frank Ross

showcased the two artists’ styles in
a space that felt intimate because of
moveable walls in the interior and a
warm mushroom color on the walls.
Denyse’s large quilts were hung
around the perimeter of the gallery,
and Marianne’s wall pieces placed on
the moveable walls.
“If you looked from one corner to
another, you saw Denyse’s work in
the distance and Marianne’s crossing
over in front,” Judy said. “It was like
music, with two different parts of a
conversation going on at the same
time. There’s a feeling in many quilt
competitions today that more is not
enough. I wanted to bring into the
conversation that less can be more,
and we did that.”

Complementary work
Denyse and Marianne said they were
impressed with how Judy put the
exhibition together. Denyse said:

14
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denyse schmidt

“The show looked beautiful, and
Marianne’s work was very complementary juxtaposed next to mine. We
have a similar kind of graphic aesthetic, but it manifests itself very differently. Looking at her design motifs,
I could look at my sketchbooks and
find we have some overlap.”
Marianne agreed. “I couldn’t have
been paired with a better artist,” she
said. “Both of us are so color conscious, it enabled Judy to put together
a show that looked great. Denyse
brings things to their essence. Her
work is like the best haiku poetry, and
mine is like The Canterbury Tales, or
maybe like cellist Yo-Yo Ma compared
to a full orchestra.”
Marianne said she has the option
of adding more appliqué or stitching when parts of her complex
designs don’t look the way she wants.

above: 4 Crosses 93 x 86 inches 2013 Machine quilted by Janice Roy
below: Mt. Lebanon 00 x 00 inches 2010 Hand quilted by Julie Tebay

Denyse doesn’t have that luxury with
her more minimalist, pared-down
approach to design, Marianne said.
Marianne taught herself silk painting after seeing work she admired
while volunteering at an art center,
then made the work individual by
combining silk painting with embroidery. She didn’t realize when she first
began that her work could be considered quilting.
“I didn’t know anything about
binding and backing,” she said. “As
an artist, the medium of fiber is the
most flexible of any I’ve come across.
It’s inevitable that art and quilting
will intersect more because the quilting world is large, and we have so
many opportunities to share our work
at shows.”

SAQA Journal • Winter 2014 •
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Inspiration from tradition

of Design. Then she came across a

she needed to sell her quilts to sup-

Denyse came to quilting by a circu-

book of antique quilts while research-

port herself. She streamlined the

itous path as well. Her parents were

ing another project and became

elements of the antique quilts she

craftspeople in their spare time. Her

intrigued.

admired, combining the motifs and

educator mother sewed clothing for

“I chose quilts because I love fabric

materials in a contemporary way to

the family, and her engineer father

and pattern,” Denyse said. “There are

made furniture. Denyse realized the

so many possibilities in each design

value of making things from an early

structure and so much room for indi-

quilts could be,” she said. In turn, her

age. She studied theater and modern

vidual voices.”

success in marketing herself to that

dance in New York City and graphic
design at the Rhode Island School

She decided to market her work to
the interior-design industry because

present her work to a new audience.
“I wanted them to see what I saw

audience gave her exposure in the
mainstream press, which led to more
opportunities to collaborate with others and build her business.
The Modern Quilt movement
emerged around the time Denyse was
beginning her business. Adopted by
new and often younger quiltmakers
looking for something fresh, the idea
of the modern quilt grew through
sharing of ideas, including Denyse’s,
on the Internet.
The Modern Quilt Guild website, www.themodernquiltguild.com,
defines a modern quilt as “primarily
functional and inspired by modern
design.” The website identifies characteristics of modern quilts, including
“the use of bold colors and prints,
high contrast and graphic areas of
solid color, improvisational piecing, minimalism, expansive negative
space, and alternate grid work.”
It’s a little ironic that Denyse is
identified so strongly with the Modern Quilt movement, she said, since
her inspiration comes so directly
from antique quilts. In the classes
she teaches, Denyse finds that many
young quilters tend to be intimidated by the “rules” of traditional

Denyse Schmidt
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quiltmaking: seams need to line up,
blocks need to match, corners must
be square.
“The old quilts weren’t necessarily the pinnacle of technical ability,”
Denyse said. “But the creative genius
or spark of individuality that’s in the
piece is something you can’t really
teach or instill. We need to allow
people to discover that spark for
themselves.”

Finding passion
And the future?
Marianne and Denyse agreed it’s
important that younger people are
taking up the art of quiltmaking,
whether they come to it as practitioners of another art form or are
attracted to the new aesthetic made
possible by the growth of the Modern Quilt movement and the sharing of ideas on the Internet through
blogs and social media. Asked what
advice they would give to aspiring art
quilters, Marianne and Denyse gave
remarkably similar answers. Just get
started and keep going, Marianne
advised. Once you do that, the passion will show through, and you’ll be
on your way, she said.
Denyse believes in the power of
authenticity. “When I teach classes
to new, younger quilters, one of the
things I really believe in is to be true

Marianne Burr

to yourself and be really authentic,
whether that means becoming an

“There’s been an opening up of the

artist or making the best quilt you are

accepted formats and aesthetics of

capable of from the pattern you’ve

what constitutes quilting,” Denyse

chosen,” she said.

said. That new energy bodes well for

In the future, many styles and
interpretations of quilts and quiltmaking will continue to exist and
emerge, from traditional to cutting
edge.

the future of the art form.
Cindy Grisdela of Reston, Virginia, is a
juried artist member of Studio Art
Quilt Associates. To see her work, go
to www.cindygrisdela.com.
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SAQA member gallery: Celebration
Dianne Robinson
Jump For Joy
12 x 12 inches | 2012
diannequilts.blogspot.com
This piece was an 80th birthday present
for my neighbor at my cottage. This is her
granddaughterjumping off the rock at her
place — a perfect way to celebrate summer and
a birthday. It is based on a photograph I took.

Aileyn Renli Ecob
Celebrate!
46 x 25 inches

|

2010

|

www.fiberonthewall.com

Celebrate! is the final quilt in a series that
began with a circle-in-a-square design.

Anne Smyers
Dancing!
31 x 39 inches

|

2013

This piece started as a homework
assignment for an art quilt class. It is a
collage in which everything is dancing
or playing. Even the flowers are
bursting into bloom like fireworks.
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Pat Gaska
Celebration 1
19 x 39 inches

|

2010

First in a series, this piece
reflects the bright sights
of a summer evening
celebration, fireworks
included.

Bonnie J. Smith
Upward and Onward
65 x 35 inches

|

2013

|

www.bonniejofiberarts.com

My wish for Studio Art Quilt Associates is that the organization
keeps moving upward and onward. The swimmer gives positive
reinforcement as she swims into the future.

Heather Dubreuil
Birthday Jubilation
12 x 12 inches

|

2012

|

www.heatherdubreuil.com

Made to mark my big birthday, this piece might even have
the requisite number of candles. But who’s counting?
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Discovering the roots

art quilt

of the

by Robert Shaw

A

lthough academically trained
artists had been making quilts

Many of the 16 artists who

Editor’s note: 2014 is Studio Art Quilt

were asked to make quilts for the

Associates’ 25th anniversary. In recognition

since at least the mid-1930s, the term

show — Pauline Burbidge, Nancy

of that landmark, the SAQA Journal will run

art quilt was not generally applied

Crow, Deborah J. Felix, Veronica

articles on the history of art quilting in all

to their work before 1986. That’s

Fitzgerald, Gayle Fraas and Duncan

2014 issues, including one in each issue by

when quilt historian and curator

Slade, Jean Hewes, Michael James,

Robert Shaw.

Penny McMorris and quilt dealer and

Terrie Hancock Mangat, Therese

publisher Michael Kile organized The

May, Ruth B. McDowell, Jan Myers-

Art Quilt exhibition. Quilts in the

Newbury, Risë Nagin, Yvonne

exhibition were intended to be seen

Porcella, Joan Schulze, and Pamela

quilts” brings more than 1.4 million

as works of visual art distinct from

Studstill — had earned degrees in

results. Thousands of women and

traditional bed quilts.

studio art.

men around the world, including

Today, an online search of “art

the 3,300-plus members of Studio
Art Quilt Associates (SAQA), describe
themselves as art quilters, people who
use the quilt medium to make art.
While the art quilt movement is
a fairly recent development, the art
quilt has deep roots in U.S. quiltmaking traditions. Its early practitioners
were students of traditional quilts and
quiltmaking techniques. The history
of quilted art in the United States
stretches from before the Revolutionary War to the present day. Although
many of the quiltmakers’ names are
lost to history and their work is inadequately recognized, U.S. quiltmakers
of the late 18th, 19th and early 20th
centuries created thousands of works
that deserve to be considered significant works of art.

Tree of Life
104 x 106 inches 1830
Mrs. Benjamin Mumford, Newport, Rhode
Island. Collection of the Detroit Historical
Society.
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The Elizabeth MacCullough Hervey Album Quilt
110 x 110 inches circa 1848-1852
Maker unknown, Baltimore, Maryland. Private collection, courtesy of Jan Whitlock Interiors.

That fact has been acknowledged

European painting, the anonymous

by art critics for decades. In his New

quilt-makers of the American prov-

blocks of ... uniformly colored wool,

York Times review of the seminal

inces created a remarkable succession

bought by the yard, and from them

exhibition Abstract Design in Ameri-

of visual masterpieces that antici-

created America’s first major abstract

can Quilts, mounted by the Whitney

pated many of the forms that were

art ... in their complexity, visual

Museum of American Art in New

later prized for their originality and

intensity, and quality of craftsman-

York City in 1971, Hilton Kramer, the

courage.”

ship, [these] works simply dispel the

newspaper’s chief art critic, reported

Speaking about quilts made by

“The Lancaster Amish ... assembled

idea that folk art is innocent social

the “suspicion” that quilts like the

Amish women in Lancaster County,

birdsong. They are as much a part of

ones in the show might represent

Pennsylvania, art critic Robert

the story of high aesthetic achieve-

“the most authentic visual articula-

Hughes, author of The Shock of the

ment in America as any painting or

tion of the American imagination in

New: Art and the Century of Change

sculpture. They deserve our attention

the last century.”

(McGraw-Hill, 1990) and American

and amply and abundantly repay it.”

He continued, “For a century or

Visions: The Epic History of Art in

more preceding the self-conscious

America (Knopf Publishing Group,

invention of pictorial abstraction in

1997) said:

Both Hilton Kramer and Robert
Hughes were responding to geometric
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My Crazy Dream
74 x 69 inches 1912
Mary M. Hernandred Ricard.
Haverhill, Massachusetts
IQSCM 1997.007.0541

pieced quilts, which they recognized as
predating and in some ways anticipating the later geometric abstract paintings of such masters as Josef Albers,
Wassily Kandinsky, Ellsworth Kelly,
Piet Mondrian, Barnett Newman, Kenneth Noland, Ad Reinhardt and Victor
Vasarely. The same judgment can be
made about appliquéd quilts, many
of the finest of which date to the early
decades of the 19th century, before the
era of the pieced quilt.

Quilting for show
Contrary to myth, early U.S. quilts
were not creations of necessity. Before
the Industrial Revolution turned the
United States into a major cotton
producer, cotton fabric was imported
and affordable only by the well-to-do.
Quilts were an elite, aristocratic art,
practiced by wealthy, well-educated
and skilled women who had time to
lavish on handmade quilts. For that
reason, relatively few quilts were
made in the early years of the nation,
and most that were made were elaborate labors of love that employed
expensive fabric and time-consuming
hand-sewing techniques as there were
no sewing machines until the 1850s.
Such quilts were used to decorate
beds on special occasions. Like contemporary art quilts, they were made
to be seen, not to be practical, warming bedcovers. They were often thinly

Center Diamond
(Diamond in the Square)
78 x 78 inches circa 1925 Maker unknown, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
Private collection. Photo courtesy of Julie Silber/The Quilt Complex:
www.thequiltcomplex.com.
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lined or not batted at all.
During the 1840s and 1850s, the art
of appliqué reached levels of sophistication and technical complexity
that still astonish. The most refined

appliquéd quilts were made in the

Economics often limited their fabric

Old Order Amish quilting

mid-Atlantic states, especially in Balti-

choices. Quiltmaking became an

The Old Order Amish of Lancaster

more, Maryland, and environs, where

art of necessity as women who were

County, Pennsylvania, did not take

a number of skilled seamstresses and

unable to afford store-bought fabric

up quiltmaking until the 1880s, long

pattern designers were concentrated.

cut up old clothing and other house-

after it was commonplace among

What has come to be called the

hold fabrics to use in their piecework.

other U.S. women. They only made

Baltimore album quilt flourished

Although their materials were

geometric pieced quilts, using solid-

from the mid-1840s through the

humble, and their quilts were often

colored commercially produced

late 1850s. The best of these quilts

assembled from scraps of varied sizes,

wools.

have long been considered a pin-

the best of these quiltmakers made

nacle of U.S. quiltmaking technique

careful, albeit intuitive, choices.

handful of simple but bold geomet-

and design sophistication. They were

While make-do quilts are commonly

ric patterns worked by the Lancaster

most often group efforts, made as

associated with African American

Amish, who cut large pieces of fabric

presentation pieces. They were not

quiltmakers, many white women

from the same dress-weight wool they

intended for use but for show, and

made similar quilts. The phenom-

used for their clothing. They master-

often were made as wedding or com-

enon was economic.

fully hand stitched wide expanses of

ing-of-age quilts or given to departing

The Center Diamond is one of a

See “Roots” on page 29

clergy as going-away presents.
Another clear forerunner of the art
quilt is the crazy quilt, a phenomenon of the last quarter of the 19th
century. Crazy quilts were usually
made from fancy dress silks and
velvets and decorated with a variety
of fanciful embroidery and pictorial
motifs. They were made primarily for
fun and show. They were often seen
draped over furniture in Victorian
parlors. Most were unlined, consisting only of a top and backing, and
usually were not quilted. They were
made of randomly shaped pieces of
fabric and were originally named for
their resemblance to crazed pottery
glazes that were popular in the late
19th century.

Quilts of necessity
Throughout the 20th century, women
in rural areas of the South, Midwest
and Southwest and in poor inner-city
neighborhoods in the North followed their muses, producing odd,
quirky quilts that can be refreshingly
unselfconscious in contrast to the
carefully planned and executed work

Iris Garland

favored by mainstream quiltmakers.

87 x 77 inches circa 1935-40
Hannah Haynes Headlee, Topeka, Kansas. Collection of the Kansas Historical Society.
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Have venue? Now install
by Pat Pauly

Editor’s note: This article is based on the mini workshop, “Have Venue,
Will Install: Mounting Your Exhibition 101,” presented by Studio Art
Quilt Associates member Pat Pauly at the 2013 SAQA conference in
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

ou did it. You have a venue for

Y

computerized spreadsheet, a table in a

your work. A possible drawback:

word-processing document, or paper

information electronically is impor-

you must do the installation. After

and pen — to gather all the facts in

tant because this list will be used to

you celebrate landing a gallery space

one place. Include the following for

generate exhibition labels, the gallery

to exhibit your work or your group’s

each piece:

insurance list, the contact list for pub-

work, reality sets in. You realize the

• Title of the piece.

licity, and the shipping and handling

task of mounting an exhibition may
not be your strength. At worst, you’ve

• Artist’s name.

Being able to input and send this

checklist.

never hung a show before. Given that

• Year completed.

Configure your space

the venue may not have support staff,

• Size.

Most galleries have floor plans that

here are ground rules to install an
exhibition.

• Artist’s city, state and country.
• Contact information.

give running feet — the total width of
the walls combined — and the elevation. To figure how much work will

Make a list

• Insurance price.

fill the gallery, add the total width of

Inventory the works to be exhibited.

• Selling price.

the works you have, then add about

Use whatever method you prefer — a

• Special hanging instructions.

four feet per piece (SAQA recommends two feet per piece) for spacing

Prior to the installation, lay out your configuration using the
venue’s floor plan. When preparing to hang the works, lay them
all out before installing the hanging hardware.
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You can use wall color to break up
the space and highlight pieces. If the
work hangs in a rich architectural
setting, competing with wall color,
furnishings and molding details call
for additional thought and careful
placement. Aim to complement the
space.

Installation
When you get to the space, set up
tables to accept the work and unwrap
it. Then the fun begins. Place the
and the width of the title panel.

like walls that will change the traffic

Check this against the running-feet

flow.

works at the planned locations. To
space the works on a wall, add the
total width of the works, subtract that

total in the gallery space to see if you
have too much or too little room to

Lay out the works on paper

exhibit.

There will be a natural entrance to

Take traffic flow into account. If

amount from the width of the wall,
and then divide the leftover amount

the exhibition, so use it to focus your

you have moveable walls, configure

viewers on the most visually dra-

them so you lead your audience in a

matic work. Add a title wall in view

path that allows the works to unfold

of this entrance. Place more dynamic

in the storyline you want. If you can

works where you will see them from

hang pieces from the ceiling, realize

far away. You want to move viewers

that the hanging work will function

around the space, and this placement
will do that.

by the number of spaces you need
between pieces.
Choose a midline, which is the center line from which all works will fall.
I use 60 inches from the floor because
it makes the math easier. To find the
top height of each piece, add the
center height and half of the height
of the piece. For example, if my

Labels, the exhibition title wall, publicity,
postcards and web announcements
need a coordinated hand.
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A common midline keeps
the work grounded.
Consider the placement of
works for scale and ability
to draw the eye (and lead
the visitor) through the
space.

centerline is 60 inches and the piece

Mounting tricks

Graphics

is 70 inches high, then the top of this

I use nails, hooks, hanging rails and

Labels, the exhibition title wall, pub-

piece is 60 inches plus 35 inches — 95

just about anything that is allowed to

licity, postcards and web announce-

inches — from the floor.

hang the art. Check with your venue

ments need a coordinated hand. The

as to what you can use and what

title wall is the main vehicle for infor-

to the wall, put a level on the rod,

they can provide. Think creatively.

mation about the exhibition. Make it

and mark and secure the other end.

Consider using adhesive-strip hang-

work for you. Include a graphic of the

Take down the rod, slip the work

ers, suction cups and material that

title and a large label that becomes

onto the rod and hang.

can act as ballast. Consider hanging

a statement about the exhibition.

pieces from rafters.

Keep the statement brief. Include the

Hang the rod first. Attach one end

theme, who is exhibiting, and names
of supporters and contributors. If
your budget is low, enlarge a blackand-white printout at a local copy
shop. Add a header and footer of
another material — paper and fabric
work well — to stretch the height. If
you have a bit larger budget, you can
have a sign store cut adhesive vinyl
letters that apply directly to the wall,
then add a copy block that you have
enlarged. Stapling directly to the wall
can work when you need a minimally
invasive technique for mounting.
Labels on individual pieces should
include information specific to the
see “Venue” on page 30

Seating allows for rest and
contemplation.
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Board members
from page 5
research partner and husband C. Kurt

Marsha has curated exhibitions,

In moving to SAQA treasurer,

Dewhurst, Marsha established and

written and lectured on quiltmaking,

Nancy Bavor, curator of collections at

directs a program that incorporates

and coordinated festival programs.

the San Jose Museum of Quilts & Tex-

research, collection development and

She said she is looking forward to

tiles in San Jose, California, contin-

exhibition of traditional arts at the

joining the SAQA board.

ues and expands her role as a SAQA

Michigan State University Museum in

“Before I turned to researching and

leader. She also chairs a new SAQA

East Lansing, Michigan. Over almost

writing about quilts and became a

committee that nurtures relationships

four decades, she has studied and

museum curator, I was a printmaker

with quilt collectors. Nancy brings

shared a variety of aspects of quilt

and taught basic design and print-

experience as a quiltmaker, teacher,

history, including Native American

making in higher education,” she

collector and exhibition curator. She

quiltmaking, South African quiltmak-

said. “I look forward to finding ways I

has a master’s degree in the history

ing, quilts and human rights, quilts

can bring my trained artist’s eye and

of textiles with a quilt study empha-

and health, and recently, Chinese

my longtime museum and quilt-

sis from the University of Nebraska,

quiltmaking. She has helped build a

related research skills to SAQA activi-

Lincoln, and is an American Quilter’s

collection of more than 700 quilts at

ties. As director of the Quilt Index, I

Society certified appraiser of quilted

the museum, initiated the Michigan

am interested in adding SAQA history

textiles.

Quilt Project to document quilts,

and members’ quilts to the index,

and was among founders of the Quilt

www.quiltindex.org.”

Index for which she serves as director.
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Merrett
from page 12

As Alicia moves forward with her
art, she wants to try new styles and
explore new themes, such as the
Internet and text messaging.
“I tend to move on to new themes
and styles, but parts of earlier styles
and themes sneak into the new
work,” she said. “I do not see abandoning the strong, deep color palette
I have been using, although I have
been experimenting with introducing
some neutrals in small quantities.”
It sounds like Alicia has a map to
her future.
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ZJ Humbach is a freelance writer and
professional long-arm quilter who owns
and operates Dream Stitcher Quilt Studio
in Nederland, Colorado. Contact her at
zj@dreamstitcher.com.

Surface De

si

gn

A

The Surface Design Association
is an international not-for-profit
organization dedicated to
education,research, critical thinking
and promotion in the field of
Surface Design. Members receive
the Surface Design Journal
and SDA Newsletter.
Surface Design Association
P.O. Box 360 Sebastopol, CA 95473-0360
707.829.3110 surfacedesign@mail.com
Send $7 for a sample copy of the
Surface Design Journal.
www.sur facedesign.org
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Roots
from page 23
solid color in non-contrasting thread,

were often inspired by their research

most casual look at this country’s

a means of retaining the humility

on mid-19th century quilts. In 1935,

quilt legacy will reveal masterpiece

and personal modesty central to

Rose G. Kretsinger and Carrie A. Hall

after masterpiece from every decade

their faith. The quilting on Lancaster

wrote The Romance of the Patchwork

and every region of the country. It’s a

Amish pieces is peerless, but it makes

Quilt in America. In 1943, the Art

journey well worth taking for anyone

no attempt to draw attention to itself.

Institute of Chicago mounted a show

interested in the idea that great quilts

of 20 quilts by Bertha Stenge. A News-

can and should be considered works

Art quilt term emerges

week review of the exhibition dubbed

of art.

A renewed interest in historic quilts

her quilts “art quilts,” but the name

began in 1915 when Marie Webster

did not stick.

published the first book on U.S.
quilts, Quilts: Their Story and How to

Conclusion

Make Them. In addition to featuring

The historic quilts discussed and

historic quilts, the book included

pictured in this article represent

photos of some of Marie Webster‘s

the tip of an enormous iceberg.

innovative patterns, which Ladies’

U.S. quiltmakers of all kinds — rich

Home Journal had begun publishing

and poor, young and old, educated

in 1911. Demand for her patterns was

and unschooled — have long made

so great, she founded a mail-order

remarkable quilts whose artistic

business that offered her patterns, kits

merits transcend the genre. Even the

that included patterns and fabric, and

Robert Shaw, an expert on contemporary
and antique quilts, is the author of books
such as The Art Quilt, Hawaiian Quilt
Masterpieces, Quilts: A Living Tradition
and Art Quilts: A Celebration. His most
recent book is American Quilts: The
Democratic Art, 1780-2007 (Sterling
Publishing, 2009). Bob was curator at
the Shelburne Museum in Shelburne,
Vermont, from 1981-1994, and curator
of special exhibitions for Quilts Inc./
International Quilt Festival in
Houston, Texas, from 1998-2003.
He is a dealer in art quilts. His website
is www.artofthequilt.com.

finished quilts throughout the 1920s
and 1930s.
As do-it-yourself interest grew, dozens of newspapers printed patterns
for new and old quilts, and national
contests were held. Competition grew
fierce. By the mid-1930s, academically trained Midwestern artists such
as Hannah Haynes Headlee, Rose G.
Kretsinger and Bertha Stenge were
creating original quilts of astonishing
complexity.
Hannah Headlee was an artist who
supported herself by teaching private
lessons in watercolor and china
painting. Her expertise in the subtleties of watercolor is manifest in her
masterpiece, Iris Garland. Hannah
Headlee did not enter her quilts in
contests because, her family believed,
“she knew exhibiting her quilts at
fairs would encourage copies, and she
loved being an original.”
Unlike Hannah Headlee, Rose G.
Kretsinger and Bertha Stenge’s designs
SAQA Journal • Winter 2014 •
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Venue
from page 26
pieces. Individual labels should be

Reception

legible. Print them so they can be

As you design the space, reserve

read from four feet away, and hang

a place for the opening reception

them just below eye level. Hang all of

spread. Accept help adding goodies to

the labels at the same height on the

the table and recruit help with staff-

same side of the pieces — for example,

ing the table. Opening night is for

58 inches from the floor and 8 inches

you to mingle, not serve. Don’t forget

from the right side of each piece.

to label yourself with a name tag. It
makes you stand out and connects

Lighting

you to your work. Your audience will

The aim of the lighting is to bathe

know whom to compliment on a

the works evenly. If allowed by the

wonderful installation.

venue, you may want to augment
existing lighting with clip-on lights.
Keep in mind that light levels for textiles should be low, and keep pieces
out of direct sunlight. If you have a
blast of uncontrollable light, you can
use it for the title wall.

LaPierre SAQA 110825

A Must for
Serious
Art Quilters
Whether you’ve been in business for
years or you’re just starting out, you'll
find the resources you need to create
your own success at the IAPQ. We’ll
show you how to:
• make more money quilting
• market your business
• build business and
professional skills
• manage your finances
• take advantage of Internet
technology
• work smarter
• network and more

Don’t miss this opportunity
to uplevel your quilt business
Sign up for our valuable starter
resources at
www.professionalquilter.com
www.IAPQMasterMind.com
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Pat Pauly, who has more than 30 years’
experience in exhibition design, curates
and organizes fiber-art exhibitions.
Known for her contemporary fiber work,
Pat lectures and teaches throughout the
United States. Her website is
www.patpauly.com.
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THE

Queen
HAS

ARRIVED!
NEW SIZE!

111⁄2'' x 17 ''
THE BEST SIZE for long-arm machines,
set-in tables or acrylic slide-ons!
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Ask us for a FREE SAMPLE at

SupremeSlider@gmail.com

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Order yours now at

www.SupremeSlider.com
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Finishing Quilts...
gives life to my creative spirit!

More quilters choose Handi Quilter longarm quilting machines
than any other brand. Find your local trained and authorized
HQ retailer at www.HandiQuilter.com

David M. Taylor

quilt artist, teacher,
Handi Quilter ambassador
www.davidtaylorquilts.com

Find out how you can finish more quilts.
Visit www.HandiQuilter.com/freegift to download a
FREE quilting motif (enter code SJ0114). Also be
sure to request an informational DVD and enter drawings
to win a $50 HQ shopping spree and a Handi Quilter
quilting retreat ($1,550 value).
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